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Abstract. 

There is ongoing compulsion on health organization to share data for analyze purpose.  The healthcare data 

includes patient behavior & records, DNA, laboratory test data, activity log, sensible data, cost data, and 

demographic data. Privacy becomes supplementally crucial in some scenarios when the data is shared with 3rd 

party along with the personal information of patients, and confidential record of healthcare organizations. 

Nonetheless, several suitable guidelines, privacy-preserving laws, and compliance requirements are there to 

safeguard electroclinic healthcare data. Although, privacy and security breaches remain key issues for healthcare 

systems. Anonymization techniques, however is liberate from the privacy related regulations. Machine learning 

models can imply on anonymized data. Thus, it generates an anonymized secure ML model, which provides 

greater protection against membership and attribute inference attacks. The heuristic approach results 

comparatively higher in accuracy where it does not violate data privacy and can be handled to train and test the 

model. Our security model’s results suggest that the proposed model makes the healthcare data system secure 

and unauthorized access to protected patient healthcare information almost impossible. 

Keywords Privacy of E-healthcare data. Anonymization techniques. Machine learning.  Data protection.  

Privacy of electronic healthcare system. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
The recent pandemic situation has realized the need to collect and share healthcare data publicly on time. 

Realtime E-healthcare data helps policymakers and frontline workers in decision-making rapidly. This data is 

extremely critical, due to Sensitive personal information such as location, name, treatment plans & schedules, 

allergies, health condition, Mediclaim & insurance papers, payment details, and gender identity /sexual 

orientations. The researchers in this field mainly focused on the invention of drugs and making early & accurate 

diagnosis identification using E-medicate data. Many healthcare organizations, hospitals, laboratories, and 

institutes are sharing data for collaborative work with pharmaceutical companies, data analysts, data scientist & 

researchers for further studies. Sharing electronic health records with third parties would be preferable for data 

analysis tasks. It is essential to share electronic medical data while maintaining the confidentiality of data. 

Moreover, Electronic health record is enormously beneficial such as for accessing data from anywhere & at any 

time, reducing the cost of treatment and enabling telehealth consultancy. Fig. 1 is demonstrating the summarized 

major premises of E-Health care information [1].    

 On the other hand, electronic data spread expeditiously, which increases the chance of data breaches & cyber-

attacks. Critical data of patients could be inferred by adversaries from public data repositories, e.g., Laboratory 

and surgery data holds normally vast amounts of personal information regarding the patient and family health 

history, chronic disease, vaccine and dose taken related information, etc. However, this massive amount of 

patient data collection tasks with maintaining data privacy and security is necessary and strenuous. Additionally, 

Electronic Medical Records (EMR) bring forward moral issues for doctors, nurses, patients, and clinical groups. 
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In the digital world, protecting patients’ sensitive data become a more tough task than ever before. Although in 

the pandemic time healthcare organization are prime suspects of cyberattacks. Due to this healthcare industry is 

become a much more important feed to provide privacy of sensitive personal information. In some cases, data 

holders are also feeling hesitant to share information due to privacy issues. Healthcare organizations must 

provide a trustable environment and transparency to the patient while collecting and sharing sensitive data. There 

is a necessity of privacy-preserving tools and technology while sharing data publicly. This topic is cutting the 

edge for research studies. Security and privacy concerns of E-health data are an ethical requirement, and to meet 

the strict privacy of health industry data is continuedly growing with changes in laws. 

 

 
 

Fig.1.E-healthcare Service 

 

Privacy is considered one of the essential human rights, therefore various degrees of nations and regions 

deployed privacy protection frameworks. The data privacy preserving laws, imposed by the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). When it comes to Protect Health Information (PHI), HIPAA law 

comes first on the list. It is designed by the United State (US) government, enacted in 1996 and applicable to US 

citizens. And also, applicable each health organization in the world. Other contourites also developed HIPAA 

similar regulations, such as in US, the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), Same as to restrict 

the use of private information adopted in 2016, through the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the 

European Union [2], Personal Information Protection Regulation and Election Document Act (PIPEDA) in 

Canada. India ranked 3rd number in the number of internet users [3].  
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Fig.2.Requirment of Privacy in E- Healthcare 

 

The current legal format of the India regulation act for security are Information Technology Act - 2000, 

Information Technology Rules - 2011 along with Digital Personal Data Protection Bill-2022(DPDP). The 

government of India is working to enact Digital Information Security in Healthcare Act (DISHA) is equivalent to 

HIPAA act [4]. To get access the information of sensitive data and transmission of data to the research 

community is a lengthy legal process with approvals. Nonetheless, government regulations and policies do not 

provide specific surety for privacy preservation [5]. However, industry, academic researchers, and scientists are 

preferring to use privacy-preserving methods in consideration of critical data privacy to fulfil the laws and 

regularities. Moreover, there must be a balance of social benefits between the advancement of scientific research 

and individual uses. Fig 2 is demonstrating the requirement of privacy in electronic healthcare-information. 

 
1.1. Disclosure Risk 

 Violating privacy in terms of exploits result from analysis or data belonging to personal /confidential 

information getting re-identified is called a disclosure risk. This happens when an advisory wants to get some 

confidential information according to their benefit using published data. To perform discloser, adversary use 

background knowledge from external sources. Disclosed individual personal identity is defined as a privacy 

disclosure. Fig 3 shows types of privacy disclosers: 1) Identity disclosure thereat is the riskiest while sharing 

data publicly. It can be reidentified/revealed the actual victim identity by an adversary with high probability. 

Reidentification is performed by linking original data with protected data. For example, if the adversary knows 

X is 40 years old, then can be re-identified from the age of its record id while personal id is not available. 2) 

Attribute disclosure occurs when adversaries can recognize and link sensitive information directly with the 

victim (with high probability). However, Identity disclosure most probably leads attribute disclosure. Despite 

that, Attribute disclosure could possible to happen, if any identity disclosure there or not [31]. 3) Membership 

disclosure happens when adversaries successfully infer the existence of a selected victim in a public dataset. 

Table 2 demonstrated the risk disclosure parameters. 

For performing any privacy attack adversary need some external knowledge and information regarding the 

public repository is a must. Moreover, that attacker would have other prior knowledge such as access to the 

public repository, having information on how the table is distributed sensitive attributes in the table 1. Attack 

models are used generally for performing privacy attacks. e.g., background knowledge attack linkage attack, 

homogeneity attack, skewness and similarity attack [5]. 

 There are various requirements to protect e-health care data such as 1. Secure confidential identity disclosure of 

critical information 2. A concern of patients on personal data and spoofing 3. Anonymity and consistency 4. 

Confidential data membership and audit of data 5. To maximize the search space for attackers and 

anonymization 6. Assured, audit, authorization, authenticity, confidentiality and integrity & nonrepudiation. 
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According to the requirement, available privacy approaches as the same sequence of requirements: 1. 

Generalization 2. Suppression 3. Pseudonymization 4. Slicing 5. Randomization 6. Cryptographic approaches. 

Data generalization for privacy is the most preferable privacy technique. In this, values are replaced with blurry 

and fewer precise values. It helps in data utility and protection from some attacks [1]. As per the privacy 

protection scheme, (GDRP) anonymization of critical information is quite necessary. The key idea of 

anonymization is to secure that personal data is no longer to be traced unambiguously [2]. For this motive many 

fundamental privacy models are presented, such as k-anonymity [15], L-diversity [16], T-closeness [17], δ- 

presence [18], and differential privacy [19]. from all of these approaches to privacy, the preservation of k-

anonymity is more famous [20]. 

Table 1. Classification of Healthcare Data 

Healthcare Data is in table 

format and relational data. 

Where each tuple /row 

belongs to one owner of the 

record and a number of 

various attributes 

corresponds to each column, 

that could be extended into 

four types of classification. 

Personal (ID) /Explicit identifiers are identified uniquely each record 

belonged, such as security number, name, social security IDs, 

Government IDs mobile number & driving license etc. these records are 

deleted in anonymization process, because it could identify record in 

first-hand 

 

Quasi-identifier (QID) can be used to revel personal identity (Not 

uniquely but with some attribute possible). such as DOB, sex, postal 

code, age, city etc. 

 

Sensitive attribute (SA) is individual related sensitive data that each 

wants to keep it private (must be protected). such as disease, insurance 

information, treatment history. 

Non-sensitive attribute (NSA) does not volatile individual privacy. 

 
Fig.3. Privacy Disclosure Risks 

 

Table 2. Privacy Disclosure Risk Measurement [48] 

 

Disclosure Risk Privacy Risk Measurement QI Datatype 

Identity Disclosure Outlier 

Rank-based 

intervals, 

Distance based 

intervals, 

Density based 

intervals 

Numerical 

Standard 

deviation-based 

intervals 

Clustering  

 Distance-based 

intervals, and 

Density-based 

intervals 

Numerical 

k-anonymity, k-Map, Pitmap, and 

Logarithmic Series 
Categorical 

Attribute Disclosure K-anonymity 

based 

𝑡 -Closeness, 

Categorical 𝜎-

Record 

linkage 

Probabilistic-

based, 

Numeric and categorical  
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Disclosure 

privacy, 

Categorical, 𝛽-

Likeness 

 

Distance-based, 

Rank-based 

 
2. Background Study 

 
In the recent pandemic has observed that healthcare organizations are primary victims of attackers.  The paper 

[6] is identified issues while pandemic in healthcare sector. And provided suitable suggesting to protect data 

sharing. The motivation behind paper [7] is to identify minimal cost optimization models for the security of 

healthcare organizations. Furthermore, demonstrated 64 district security measures linked with 70 vulnerabilities 

that might occur and create external or internal risk. This helps to identify vulnerabilities within their 

subcategories. Due to modern technologies healthcare sector also move towards digitalization. Healthcare 

services are made accessible for patients through distinct channels of interaction. It is created issues regarding 

interoperability in-between numerous interaction channel’s services are present there for patients. Overview of 

privacy techniques with its application health organization and future challenges and suggestion mentioned in 

review paper [47]. This article [8] demonstrated multiple channel integration problems and provides a possible 

solution. In [9], the author studied the four databases (PubMed, PakMediNet, Google Scholar, and Medline) 

from 2011 January to 2021 June. With using the terms as keywords: ethical issue, Electronic Medical Record 

(EMR), digital health record, health care providers). The author followed the technique PRISMA 2020.  

Following ethical principles identified, in concern ethical challenges faced by healthcare organization while 

using EMR data in healthcare organizations: 83% privacy (n:- 20/24), and 62.5 % autonomy( n:-15/24) followed 

by 58% confidentiality (n:-14/24), 50% justice (n=12/24), 16% trustworthiness (n:-4/24) and 8.3% sincerity (n:-

2/24). Challenges identified by the author from 24 papers. The author found a lack of commitment to ethical 

rules and robust monitoring in medical practice in developing counties. However, Healthcare organizations are 

caring out sensitive data regarding patients, and sharing this data could be led to the inadvertent reveal of 

privacy. 

 In this paper [5], the Authors represented a study on state of art - privacy enchantment techniques that guarantee 

of a secure environment for sharing healthcare data. In this paper [5], the Authors represented a study on state of 

art - privacy enchantment techniques that guarantee of a secure environment for sharing healthcare data. The 

authors [41] introduced two privacy notations and two schemes for discloser of data issue. The detailed overview 

[10] on the latest presented mechanism based on data anonymization and DP (Differential Privacy) for data 

privacy in the health sector. De-identified data/ anonymized dataset generates data loss, which presumably 

impact on data analysis and predication task [49]. Moderated error showed in result of anonymized data analysis 

compare with original dataset [50]. Bottom coding is playing importantly significant part in differential privacy 

classification. Those risky records which most probably get re-identified by adversary are get suppressed using 

bottom coding (hides in-between dummy data). Additionally, the pros and cons of these two mechanisms with 

the future scope are discussed briefly. Methodist Environment for Translation and Outcome [11] (METEOR) 

model is proposed based on privacy and security for healthcare security. This model prevents data breaches and 

unauthorized access. Hospitals and National Health Service with GP (general practitioner) surgeries collects 

regularly patient health-related data, while maintaining privacy. This paper [12] author purposed a privacy-

preserving Generative Adversarial Network, which helps to build various ML models to provide help to 

members of the NHS. The proposed model calculates the privacy score and cosine similarity score of synthetic 

data and provides privacy and high utility. The results are based on a comparison of the ml model performance 

on original data and synthetic data. 

This case study [13] described the achievability of using differential privacy techniques on publicly available 

healthcare data sharing while providing privacy and confidentiality. DP allows data to be generated more 

granular with strike balancing confidentiality and privacy. K-anonymization is performed on geometric 

perturbed data, ML classification accuracy of data is high in compared to performing k-anonymization on 

original data while maintaining data utility [14]. Recently research on genomics data is in trend due to that 
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privacy concerns needed while sharing with third parties, storing, computation E-data. In this survey [21] authors 

cover and summarize the privacy-preserving method with cryptographic techniques. Furthermore, training an 

artificial intelligence model is raising concerns about the privacy of individual personal data. This privacy risk 

may lead to constraints on accessing genomic biomedical data for researchers and other third-party vendors for 

further use or analysis. This paper [2] mentioned the overview, limitations, and strengths of methods of AI along 

with privacy-preserving. patient’s personal data while sharing with the third-party user. That would help in 

encouraging and enabling scientific-research study.[1] demonstrates the new anonymization methodology for e-

healthcare data privacy. This proposed scheme improves data privacy and utility while publishing data. 

Healthcare 4.0 come along with privacy and security issues. [22] presented the pros and cons of existing privacy 

techniques. challenges and future research scopes in direction of privacy of healthcare4.0. Nowadays industry 

4.0 is in trend, users want to add data remotely artificially while preserving privacy. This paper considers 

anonymization methods as a solution. At the same time, it would be possible to apply the AI model on 

anonymize result data. Implementing a machine learning model on e-data could cause data breaches/leakage of 

sensitive healthcare data. In this paper [23] author performs homomorphic encryption on six different datasets 

using a linear regression model without infecting the accuracy of the regression model and analyzing 

performance. Another paper [24] uses households of fully homomorphic privacy mechanisms-TFHE and 

HEAAN and applies regression models-linear and logistics. The [25] authors performed the most used k-

anonymization algorithms with different machine learning classifiers and demonstrate performance by using 

distinct datasets. The result mentioned that classification accuracy is based on the degree of anonymization and 

dataset. This paper [26] showed the effect of the homeomorphic data space transformation anonymization 

algorithm on deep feedforward network performance. 

 
3. Data Anonymization Models 
 

In today’s time, data analysis and research on medical data records will contribute in many ways to society. 

Many personal data related to the healthcare field need to be collected and shared in the public repository. The 

anonymization of healthcare records is important for personal well-being, and making available. The de-

identified information is beneficial for non-hospital researchers/analysist/third parties[49]. Moreover, it will 

make ease in research on early disease identification. However, other historical data are also present, when both 

these data sets get linked with each other, it will be productive for adversaries to identify patient-related personal 

information such as fingerprint, bank and insurance detail, photo, contact number, etc. Other various types of 

data like birth place, postal code, and blood group often link uniquely help to re-identified the person. Protect the 

data can processes using Privacy Preserving Data Mining Methods (PPDM). The task of publishing data without 

any compromise of individual identity along Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) is major area of 

researchers and practitioners. Anonymization methods are purposed to provide PPDP while sharing data publicly 

/ third party [34].  Apply anonymization, and protect the privacy of data at the same moment maintaining data 

utility is a challenging task. Table 2 is showing applicable transformation models base on types of attributes. 

And table 3 is the list of anonymization tools available. 

 Following are the various data anonymization techniques described [14]: 

 Generalization: In these technique values of the real data are replaced with a more generic (less specific 

form) of that. However, it would stay semantically constant with real value. For generalization, numerical 

value converts into range value and categorical value converts base on hierarchy. For example, engineers' 

and doctors, values were replaced with profession. The generalization algorithm is further categorized 

into three:1) top-down VS bottom-up 2) global/single dimensional vs local/multidimensional 3) 

complete/optimal vs greedy/approximate.  

 Suppression:  This technique is preventing information disclosure by replacing value or (with “*”). 

 Anatomization: It diverges from generalization and suppression. It is neither altered in value of quasi-

identifier /sensitive value. Here, sensitive and quasi-attributes are separated into two different tables, 

which are linked with the same group id in different tables [41]. 
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 Perturbation: In this technique, the initial value is replaced with the same statistical value (synthetic 

value). 

 

Table 3. Data transformation Models 

 

Type of Attribute Applicable Transformation Models 

Categorical Attributes Generalization Methods 

 Multi-dimensional and Full-dimensional generalization 

Suppression: Cell, Attribute, and Record levels 

Sampling: Random and by query 

Aggregation: Mode and median and set  

Numerical Attributes Generalization Methods 

 Multi-dimensional and Full-dimensional generalization 

 Top-down coding 

 Categorization 

Suppression: Cell, Attribute, and Record levels 

Sampling: Random and by query 

Aggregation 

 Geomatic and Arithmetic mean 

 Mode and median and set  

 Interval 

 

Table 4. Data anonymization Tools [40,57] 

 

Tools Publish 

to 

Recent 

Update 

Year 

Originate OS licence Open 

source 

Language Privacy & 

Utility 

Evaluation 

μ-Argus (Anti Re 

Identification 

General Utility 

System 

microdata) [52] 

1998-

2021 

Centraal Bureau 

voor de Statistiek 

(CBS)- 

Netherlands 

All EUPL ✓ Java, C++ ✓ and �  

sdcMicro -

Statistical 

Disclosure 

Control Methods 

for 

Anonymization 

[54] 

2007-

2021 

Statistics Austria- 

Austria 

All GPL 2 ✓ 

(GUI) 

R ✓ and �  

Open Anonymizer 2008-

2009 

University of 

Vienna- Austria 

All Un-

define 
✓ Java  

Cornell 

anonymization 

tool-CAT 

2009-

2014 

Cornell 

University-USA 

All Un-

define 
✓ C++  

Anonimatron [55] 2010-

2018 

- - - ✓ 

(GUI) 

 �  and �  

ARX [36] 2012-

2022 

Berlin -Germany All Apache

2 
✓ 

(GUI) 

Java ✓�and�✓ 

Aircloack [56] 2012-

2022 

Software 

company in 

Kaiserslautern, 

Germany 

All - �  
(GUI& 

Web) 

- ✓�and�✓ 

Amnesia [51] 2019- University of  BSD- ✓ (GUI Java and ✓�and�✓ 
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2022 Thessaly, Greece 3cluase &Web 

APP 

java script 

Probabilistic 

anonymization 

2018-

2018 

University of 

Cyprus -Cyprus 

and Newcastle 

University-UK 

- Un-

define 

- R  

 

Privacy Models are aimed to protecting medical dataset record from re-identification using anonymization 

techniques. Here, discussed three popular anonymization technique, called k-anonymity, l-diversity, and t-

closeness. Table 4 described about anonymization tools. 

 K-anonymity: In rich electronically available data-world, sharing sensitive data related to the health and 

financial field in such a way that, personal identity does not get disclosed. one of the widely used 

methods is k-anonymity. It is use to minimize linking attacks by quasi-identifier [27] k-anonymity 

technique is purposed. In this method minimum, k number of quasi-identifier in an equivalence class in 

the way that it can reduce the linkage of the subset of quasi-identifier at most 1/k. While there are many 

others k-anonymity techniques available with combining generalization and suppression rules. There 

are several advantages [28]: 1) result of k-anonymity can be interpreted easily. 2) outcome determines a 

person’s truthful identity; it is useful for healthcare assessments and traceable pattern of identity 

revealing. 3) this anonymity technique guarantee deforms. 4) prevent linkage of records.5) compare 

with another cryptographic solution cost to generate it is lower [33]. K- anonymous outcome database 

has at least (k-1) quasi-identifier, which is deformed with each one. k-anonymity is affected by attacks 

called, background knowledge and homogeneity attacks. It doesn’t provide fewer diversity values of 

sensitive attributes in a group. Hence, k-anonymity can be disclosed sensitive values. Furthermore, k-

anonymity succeeds to prevent identity disclosure but it is vulnerable to attribute disclosure. 

 L-diversity: It is a refined method of previous one(k-anonymity) that measure the diversity of sensitive 

attribute.  The database is l-diverse, if each identical quasi-identifiers in the row have at least l-number 

of diverse values linked with the sensitive attribute of that database. In practice, diversity is easily 

understandable and can address the k-anonymity shortcoming: homogeneity and background 

knowledge attack. Diversity in privacy is useful while publishing data when the publisher is unknown 

of the knowledge level of the adversary. By setting parameters, the publisher can determine protection 

against background attacks. Values in the group are diverse if it has represented specific values. L-

diversity provides a guaranteed framework for stronger privacy. Moreover, k-anonymity and l-diversity 

have quite similar structures in sense of time, parameter values, and cost. Distinct l-diversity is not 

satisfied probabilistic inference attack. To overcome these two stronger types were used: Entropy and 

Recursive l-diversity notations. L-diversity is beyond the k-anonymity but it also has some 

shortcomings: 1. It might be tough and irrelevant to achieve. 2. Inadequate avert attribute disclosure. 3. 

Some attacks suck as, similarity and skewness attacks. Furthermore, whenever the dataset is skewed, 

fulfilment of diversity cannot able to prevent the disclosure of attributes [28]. 

 T-closeness: Recently, t-closeness is defined as an anonymization technique. It is an expansion of the k-

anonymity and l-diversity based anonymization group, which decreases the granularity of the dataset. 

The dataset has T-closeness for each group of data sharing when, the distance in-between distribution of 

sensitive attributes in a group and the distribution of each attribute in set is not more than enough than 

the threshold of T [29]. If k-anonymity and t-closeness work together, it generates confidential data. 

And that prevents background knowledge & homogeneity attacks [32]. 

 

4. Machine Learning and Anonymization Models 

Any personal data leakage caused by Machine Learning (ML) train and test models can usher to the disclosure of 

identity and attributes in many cases either direct way or indirect way. Some latest research has demonstrated 

that privacy gets violated and arouses attacks to exploit ML model data [30].ML models are used to discover the 

sensitive columns risk in the dataset same as upholding the utility of data [31]. It is confirmed that stronger 
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anonymization yields drop in execution of model [46]. Applying predictive models on anonymized datasets is 

one of the interesting research areas. The value of the data utility is an essential parameter for any anonymized 

datasets, which means data will be used in the future. in this paper [34], diverse anonymities algorithms 

introduced and applied regression and classification models on k-anonymized data. The ML models accuracy for 

trained & tested on anonymized dataset is up to the benchmark in numerous cases with preserving privacy. 

Anonymized models can assist in overfitting avoidance.  

An approach [44] demonstrated to preserve membership inference attack on ML models with differential privacy 

(DF), this approach also has some downside such as performance overhead, model implementation task, 

complexity increased. step by step demonstration [45] of implementation of DP with model architecture and 

hyperparameter tunning. Case study [31], proposed the methodology of preserving privacy while maintaining the 

usefulness of the data. For that ML prediction model generated, which has an accuracy average 75%, besides a 

smaller number of privacy preservation. A novel approach [33] present is decreasing the of correlation between 

RFD data while data anonymization with generalization rules and prove data utility by applying decision support 

ML models. In this paper author [35] proposed a novel ML-based approach iterative Named Entity Recognition 

use on a semi-structured document, which provided F measured 99.75% accuracy. This paper also provided 

other beneficial tasks that can handle structured documents such as hospital records. This study [39] offers 

favorable use of 5 states of ML- prediction models on heart disease in south India. The data scrubbing [42] 

method on anonymized data for prediction of kidney injury provide better feature diversity and minor change in 

data utility. Eventually, use of emerging technologies with legal certain regulation will provide secure platform 

to drive in medical advancement while securing sensitive data [43]. 

 
5. Implementation Strategy. 

For implementation purposes, the ARX Data Anonymization Tool is used [36]. ARX anonymization tool is 

reaccommodate for the researchers for automated anonymization process of relational / tabular data [40]. Coding 

is performed using python language and its libraries. Experiment work has done on windows 11 system with 16 

GB RAM.ARX Data Anonymization Tool is open-source and java based with. This software has various 1) 

privacy and risk models 2) techniques to transform dataset attributes values 3) analysis of the utility of data. It 

has been used for clinical critical data sharing for further research and other purposes. ARX tool is used 

instinctively for customizing anonymized datasets as purpose and visualization of dataset utility and re-

identification risk of the anonymized dataset with the original dataset. Publicly available repository’s datasets are 

used in this experiment, such as Kaggle and UCI repository. The Adult Dataset-UCI Machine Learning 

Repository [37] and COVID-19 patient pre-condition dataset from Kaggle [38] (Anonymized Dataset) are 

considered for evaluation. The adult dataset has 14 attributes, multivariate characteristics, and categorical, and 

numerical type data. The adult data set is holding the following attributes: marital status, age, capital-loss, work-

class, fnlwgt, native-country, education, capital-gain, education-num, race, occupation,income, relationship, and 

sex. Among these 14 attributes, considered 2 attributes (Age and Education_Num) as quasi-identifier and the 

COVID-19 patient pre-condition dataset contains information specifically, patient’s history and habits, according 

to laws such as HIPAA and GDPR sharing personal health information is not possible. In this dataset, most of 

the data related to patients are in an anonymized format. This dataset contains the following 23 attributes: Id, 

COPD, sex, asthma, patient_type, entry_date, covid_res,date_symptoms,tobacco,date_die,renal_chronic 

,intubated, on pneumonia, age, pregnancy, diabetes, , insurer, hypertension, other disease, cardiovascular, 

obesity, ICU. Among these attributes, dates, and age are considered quasi-identifier. Table 5,6 are demonstrating 

attribute classification for datasets. 

 
Table 5. Adult Dataset Classification 

No of Attributes 14 

Attributes marital status, age, capital-loss, work-class, income, fnlwgt, native-country, education, 
capital-gain, education-num, occupation, relationship, race and sex 

Categorical 
Attributes 

work-class, education, marital status, occupation, relationship, sex, race, income and 
native-country 

Sensitive Attributes income 
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Quasi-identifier age, education-num 

No of Record 48843 

 
Table 6. COVID-19 patient pre-condition Dataset Classification 

No of Attributes 23 

Attributes  id, sex, patient_type, entry_date, date_symptoms, date_died, intubed, pneumonia,age, 
pregnancy, diabetes,diabetes,asthma,COPD, inmsupr, hypertension, other_disease, 
cardiovascular, obesity,ICU,tobacco, covid_res, contact_other_covid, and 
renal_chronic 

Categorical 
Attributes 

sex, patient_type,intubed, pneumonia,age, pregnancy, diabetes,diabetes,asthma,COPD, 
inmsupr, hypertension, other_disease, cardiovascular, obesity,ICU,tobacco, covid_res, 
contact_other_covid, and renal_chronic 

No of Records 563201 

Quasi-identifier age and dates 

 

Figure 4 represents the pre-procession /anonymization technique stages. For both datasets, first perform analysis 

on each attribute of the datasets, the number of attributes & it’s type, analyses the personal identifiers, quasi-

identifier, and sensitive identifier. Next find the vulnerabilities of attributes and separate that attribute with 

higher vulnerability into a table. Apply anonymization techniques on sensitive and quasi-identifier and analyse 

impact on dataset privacy. Perform suitable anonymization along with level of generalization & suppression rule 

on dataset. Figure 5 is representing ML model’s stepwise flow on anonymized datasets. For ML model input, use 

the original dataset as well as anonymized plus original data and compare the result for both data. The Recursive 

Feature Elimination (RFE) method used for future selection which provide effective more relevant features to 

predict target result. The primary motive here to maintain trade-off of privacy utility with ML models. 

 

 
Fig.4.Pre-Processing & Anonymization Steps 
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Fig.5.Machine Learning Model Steps 
6. Performance Measurements 

Performance Measurement is based on following parameters and functions: 
 Recursive Future Selection:  It is shortly known as RFE. It is well known future selection method. It is effective 

at selecting columns/ features or the least effective features eliminate from training set, that are most relevant 
while predicting the target variable. 

 Root Mean Square Error:  It used to calculate the average difference between the predicated values by the model 
with the actual values. It shortly known as RMSE. The main purpose of this standard derivation is to define how 
accurately model predict /model fit to the data /analysis and verify the predication result. 

     √
∑ (      𝑡              𝑡            ) 
   

 
 

 Accuracy: It is percentage of correct prediction / regression result of model. 
T= True positive + True negative 
 N= True positive + False positive+ True negative+ False negative 
Accuracy = T/N 

 Precision (P): It measure all the positive values measured correctly or incorrectly as it is. 
 True positive / (True positive +False positive) 

 Recall (R): It measure ratio of positive values correctly classified. 
True positive/ (True positive +False negative) 

 F1 Score: it calculates model’s accuracy by combining precession and recall. 

F1 Score =  
   

   
 

7.  Results Analysis    

ARX Tool is for data anonymization. It will help us to anonymize the personal sensitive information. That can 

configure and transform the dataset according to requirements. It provides various privacy models classification 

algorithms covers utility based on risk analysis utility. The result shows us risk on attacker models of Prosecutor, 

Journalist, and Marketer. For this experimental analysis on datasets, applied most popular model k-anonymity of 

anonymization with K=2 for both datasets with loss utility metric. Also applied generalization rule and 

suppression along with K-anonymization. As presented in Figure 6 and 7(of both dataset), after performing k-

anonymity anonymization model, recorded risk for various type of risk models’ percentage reduced drastically. 

For the value k=2 highest risk (100%) has got decreased half of the percentage and other attacks models have 

reduced nearby (0 to 1) % for both datasets. Furthermore, it is noticed during simulation that as value of 

parameter k increases, it directly impacts on highest risk percentage for various attacker risk models, which also 

reduced re-identification risk. Risk of percentage decreased are following: For Adult dataset, Average prosecutor 

risk and marketer success rate from 2.06% to 1.91% & record risk from 1.08% to 0.95 %. For COVID-19 patient 

pre-condition dataset, Average prosecutor and estimated market risk from 21.74% to 0.005, estimated prosecutor 

and journalist risk from 100% to 0.011%, sample and population uniqueness are 0%.     

Figures 8-10 are showing, comparison of linkage between the quasi-identifier after partition of values using 

various generalization hierarchies and suppression rules along with the following approaches of anonymity in 

sequences: 8) K-anonymity model (K=2), 9) L-diversity model (L=2) and, 10) T-closeness (T=2) using python 

language and libraries on the adult data set. The diminished linkage of the quasi-identifier’s impression parallelly 
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reducing. identification risk for sensitive data base on relation between quasi-identifiers. The linkage between 

quasi- identifiers gets reduced after applying the anonymization model with generalization and suppression 

approaches. L-diversity shows much better result than k-anonymity and T-closeness show more promising result 

compare to k-anonymity & l-diversity. 

 

 
Fig.6. Risk Analysis Using ARX Tool (Utility=Loss) 

 

 
Fig.7.  Risk Analysis Using ARX Tool (Utility=Loss) 
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Fig.8. Linkage of Quasi-identifier using k-anonymity 

 
Fig.9. Linkage of Quasi-identifier using l-diversity 
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Fig.10. Linkage of Quasi-identifier using t-closeness 

 

Table 7 is showing the classification of adult dataset columns while performing k-anonymization and k-

anonymization & differential privacy. There is total 18 attributes and 15649 rows, among them 9 attributes are 

considered as explicit ,6 as sensitive and 6 as quasi-identifier. While performing k-anonymization model and k-

anonymization plus differential privacy model is resulted 42.93% and 34.67% data loss respectively for quasi-

identifiers value 3 and 5 respectively. The figure 11. is the graphical representation data loss after applied 

anonymization models on adult dataset. That prove that anonymization techniques cause data loss of original 

dataset. 

 

Table 7. Attribute Classification  

 

Classification Numbers 

Attributes 18 

Explicit Identifier 9 

Sensitive Attribute 6 

Quasi Identifier 3 

K-quails 3 

E-quails 3 
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Fig.11 Data loss of Anonymized data 

 

As discussed earlier, Machine learning models support in recognizing the utility and loss of the dataset. So, here 

in experiment applied several ML classification models implemented on the Pre-anonymized Covid-19 Patient 

Pre-condition dataset. Table 8. Demonstrating the evaluation ML models with train & test accuracy, precession, 

recall and f1-score.  

Table 8. ML Classification Models  

 

Machine 

Learning 

Models 

Training 

Accuracy 

Test 

Accuracy 

 

Precession Recall F1-score 

Logistic 

Regression 

72.22% 72.30% 83% 56% 67% 

K-Neighbors 

Classifier 

92.59% 83.83% 84% 84% 84% 

XGB 

Classifier 

88.42% 88.14% 94% 81% 87% 

Gradient 

Boosting 

Classifier 

88.13% 88.12% 94% 82% 87% 

Random 

Forest 

Classifier 

93.31% 87.67% 88% 87% 88% 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Q_I

Data_loss

K-anonymization k-anonymity + Diffrential Privacy
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Fig .12 ML Classification Models Comparison on Anonymized dataset 

 

8. Discussion and Conclusion 

There has been continuously growing pressure and serious concern on healthcare organizations to disclose 

research-related records. Especially this data contains sensitive private information. Anonymization techniques 

can protect the disclosure of sensitive information while sharing with 3rd party organizations/researchers. There 

are various ways to anonymize the data precisely, k-anonymity is one of the prime privacy-preserving methods. 

In this paper, used 2 publicly available datasets: Adult & COVID-19 Patient Pre-Condition Datasets. On both 

datasets, applied k-anonymity rules with ARX Tool (utility matrix=’loss’). k-anonymity anonymization methods 

help in a reducing risk percentage for several attacks possible on healthcare publicly available datasets. which 

proved with simulation performed on datasets. The diverse anonymization techniques implied, and T-closeness 

provided a better solution to protect against the linkage attack. Furthermore k-anonymity anonymized method 

resulted lesser data loss with DP method.  In compare to other implemented ML model, XGB classifier produced 

the prominent result of train & test accuracy (88.42% & 88.14%) on anonymized data classification model. 

As part of further research, implementation of proposed flow on various healthcare sensitive dataset. That 

provide analysis while preserving privacy. Proposed model gives us better accuracy to ML with moderate data 

loss on de-identified dataset. Hence, it indicates the new area of research, prediction of anonymized dataset with 

emerging technological advancement in healthcare organization. which also provide protection to the ML model 

with membership and attribute inference attacks. 
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EMR: Electronic medical records  

GDRP: General data protection regulation  

FERPA: Family education rights and privacy act  

HIPAA: Health insurance portability and accountability act  
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DISHA: Digital information security in healthcare act  
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SA: Sensitive attribute  
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PPDM: Privacy preserving data mining methods  

ML: Machine learning 
RFE: Recursive Future Selection. 
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